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v*--4 POPULATION STABILIZATION 'IN THE UNITED STATES . .

I-4

ca. ,- . A TEACHING CASE STUDYL.! 1 , a

. Deborah Oaylei
...4.1

,.. University of Michigan '. ,
D.

v
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DUCE() EXACTLY AS RECEIVED PROM
THE PERSON OR ORGANIZATION ORIGIN
ATING ST. POINTS OF VIEW OR OPINIONS
STATED DO NOT NECESSARILY REPRE
SENT OFFICIAL NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF
EDUCATION POSITION OR POLICY
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0 I.
, Duringqiorle Population' Year,. 1974, teachers and'itu-

.

''dents will be asked to talk about the demographic effects of
changes in birth, death and migration rates. They will' also
be asked to discuss in ._their classrooms the issues of
-policy that ch4racterize population policy development.

This article presents an approach to student and com-
munity participation in a simulated, or mock, political pro-
.cess. The subject is population polity. 'The- epPtoech can.
be tailored to meet specific local or class'needs. This case.
'has evolvedsthroughTiveyears of experience, Olth 26 separate ,

- participbting groups of graduate students impuhlic health
at the University 'of Michigan. It is designed `for use by
studenti in general. It 'neither presupposes nor requires-
specia4zed political ,or demographic knowledge. Yet it can
also ,be Aped among more advanced population students to

9. introduce policy questions and to sensitize such students to
intensities of feelings among, the various groups affected.

0

4

Deborah Oakley is a Research Associate and Lecturer in the
.; Department-of Population Planning, School oi Public Health,,

University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich; 48104.

.1, This case study was prepared and presented with partial
suppot from th,e Ford FoundatiOn. Grateful acknowledge-
ment is extended to the several participating faculty of

, the Department of Population Planning and other Depart-
ments of the School of Public Health.-
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PrOcedure

4

.

,

This caseis introduced one to two-weeks
before the

,
.0

,

actual class session. Students are .014 that they will be ';partiCipating in a simulated
Congressional hearing on aresolution` introduced into the U.S. Senate, in 1971. They are

asked to organize themselves intO lobbying groups, preparetestimony on the' resolution and choose a spokesperson. Allstudents reed a set of_general
references, plus specializedreadings fOr the

lobbying.groOp"theyWish to join-.

ThelesCher.is'required to recruit outside persons as*Congresspersons.*. /hour experience with this case,- we have
Used more advanced and sensitized students, faculty, local ,

political leaders or official6
particularly.involved withlocal planning, issues, members of state and national legis-lativestaffs, members o.state administrative divisions withpopulation or planning concerns, feminists, family planningservice providers, advocates of Zero population growth. We

7 have tried to maintain. variety, of policy positions *song ourAl'iCongreasiOnal Committee* repreientatives, and have beenSuccessful in eliciting b t
i

iv,ictive iqt.erest and. mature state-' .meets from
studehtpartic pants no patter what the'level'ofknowledge.aMong the panel members. However, at least onemember of the

'committee" needs to knowlhe demographic andpolicy facts; acid it aids student debates if members of theadodo not.ask irrelevant or factually'incortect
quebtions.

POPULATION POLICY IN THE UNITED STATES
case writing teem.

. Deborah Oakley.
Leslie Corsa, Jr.

Definitions

. The following
working definitions are used:

Family Planning: 'Action 'by individuals and couplestgrplan and.assure the number and 'timing of childrenthat they want., ,
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Populatlon''Planning: Actian by society- to 'achieve the
. I

growth rate and size of population it wants.

Class Procedure

U.S,. Senate, Joint Resolution 108 was introduced by
Senator Cranston and co-sponsored by Senators Taft, Cook,
Hart, -Inouye, Packwood, Spongl Bayh, Bentsen; Burdick,
Cannon, Case, Chiles, Dole, Goldwater, 'Harris, Hatfield,
'Humphrey,. Magnuson, McGovern, Metcalf, .Nelson, Petcy,

Hatfield,
'Humphrey,.

Stevenson, Davits, ,Robert .Byrd, and Tunney.
, It resolves: ";

a

"That it is the policy, of the .United States to encourage
and .develo.p,, at the eatliest possible, time, the neces-
sary attitudes and policies, and to implement them by
actions which wip.1., by voluntary means consistent with
human rights and individual conscience, stabilize the

,

populationfof the United States and thereby promote the ir
future well-being ofthe citizens of .this Nation and
the entire world,*

/it accord with normal procedure the Resolution was
assigned to .Committee, whose 'responsibility is to study the ,o
Resolution and recommend Senate action on it. One common
step in the' process is public hearings, usually held, in
Washington, D.C. but sometimes held in other plade,skaroun0
the, United States. The class will be a simulated Senate

II

Committee hearing on the Resolution. Invited guests act as,. .

Conrittee.members to heai testimony on. the Resolution..

What Class Members Must Do

Members of the class aie askid to' prepare and present
testimony from four interest groups. (See Appendix A.) Each
individual ,should sign up in advance for one of- the four
groups whicla will prepare testimony before class meets. The
,class session will consist of presentation of testimony and
.questioning. by the Committee. A final 'vote of all class ,

members will be taken by secret-ballot..

k..y.r>
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The.four interest groups that will,preOare ana present

S

iestimonY are:.. ,. tc?.

0,Black American -

a

BUsiness-Industrial

ConservationiitrZnvironmental-

Woments Rights
.11

The Case

One_important consequence of the high rates of American
and world population growth following World War IT has been

.

'the indreasing awareness that some day the human, population
of the, world and its geographical parts must stop growing.
FOr.miny of the less-developed cOuntries which are.now-ex-
periending population growth rates of 2-3 percent per year,
their immediate goal is Simply, to reduce their rate of popula-
tion grOwth.-

)

In the United States, there is growing public debate as.'
to whether the nation should adopt an explicit population .
growth policy, and if so, what the-content and direction of
that policy should be. A zero, rate of "population growth would °_

be possible in the United States and is advocated by an in..
creasing number of individuals and organization.s. Some experts
believe a growth rate of-about 1 percent per year is desirable;
others strongly support a zero or even a'negativerate of popu-
lation growth.

Stationary Population: What It-Is (And 'Isn't)
.

Stationary population, or zero population growth, Means
that the birth rate equals the heat rate when net ,migration
is zero. With the world=wide spre d of'public health and
'other measures following World Wa mortality in many les's

.

developed countries'fell to level far below the birth rate.
These low mortality levels will o-doubt continue so, that

. population growth rates are now governed largely.by birth
rates. In most countries interational migration_ plays a
lesser, and often negligible role.

=
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Zero population growth new is not the skn o as Oplace-
'meat reproduction (popularlycalled the two-child family). In
the United States the total aumher.of children'neoessary to
replace those now in the reproductive ages is actually 2.1
,,per woman. That is, during a lifetime, women would have.an
"average of 2.1 live births. This-takes account of mortality
before reproduction. _Replacement reproduCtion',.theni refers_
to replacement, of the reproducing generation and is not
directly related to the death rate.

..*

Population growth rates are now largely-governed by
birth rates. In turn; birth rates are determined by the
natality level 'and timing of births among reproductive age
women and also by the proportion of-the total pop lation that

consistscurrently of women in the reproductive a e group
45-44. B cause of the high natality lev4Is'fol/ ing World
'War II in he United States, we now have an age distribution
with an unus ally large proportionof women in the peak.re-,
productive ages 20-29 years. The proportion of this group !
id relatiOn to the total population is larger,than it has seen.
in

,

recent yeare and larger than it would be in a stationary
population. .

Because, of the imbalance in the population age. struc-
ture, even thbugh we are now experiencing approximately re-
placement reproduction, it is very,likely that the population
of the United States will Continue to.grow. If-the. current
-low natality rates are maintain%0, U.S. population will'in-
creaSe for 70 more y#ars from.about 209- million in 19,72 ,to
about million people. r (U.S. Bureau of theCensuar,.1972 a.)
No matter when we start to reproduce'only'enough-to replace
the parental generation, approximately .70 years will be re-
,quired to eliminate the effects of the present high proportiOn
of reproductive age persons and reach the stationary pOpula-
tion size and age 4iStributron.. Some substantial growth of
the U.S. population seems inevitable. Recent birth .rates may
indicate that many\people'will-have.femer children sthan analysts
had expeCted. But young people may just be postponing births.
The rise in natality-may simply be delayed. (Commission on
'Population Growth and the American Future: 1972: 17718.1

11 To achieve zero population growth now, or at 'any time,
before the year 2040,woul.d require an average number of child-
ren per woman- of less than-2.1. For an immediate zero .rate
-Of population growth, families would have to limit themselves
to an average of one child for about 20 years. Two),child.
families could then be the norm after the year 2000. ,
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Background Information on United States Population'Growth and. Projected Population Increase

In reaching your decision' on the social benefits/andfists of any population policy Aor the-United Statese_youWill need to know -the following facts about population growthand: currenty.S. goveihment policy.
-

Although the birth rate of:the United States haicenWrbeen at record lows of abo
-pier year, itohas not -approached t
_about 9 per 1000 per year. Even
increase,.0.7"percent, which this
the United States would double in
But the low birth rate probably wi,
large group of women /porn in the
now reaching their tmenties. S 113:
population. is moving into the peak

t 16 per 1000 population
e death rate, which Is now
t the annual rate of natural
produces, the population of
little more than 100 years.

I not continue, since -thest. World. War II _baby boomiare°
her proportion ofthe total
reproductive period. U.S,CensuslureatLprojections of replacement and below replacementenatality rates

iridicate,increasingnumbers.ofdbirths and risingbirth rates until the early'19801 s. AU.S. Bureau of" the Census:.1972c.)
The major con ribution'to our' o ulation increase comesfrom white 'middle cl, ssAmericans. Between. 1960-and'1965, .070 percent of all bi the occurred ,among Women classified asWhite who are neithe poor or near.poor.' (Campbell: 1964:236-2450 ,

.

3
TABLE

. ESTIMATED FERTILITY DURING 1960.1965
. OF W3MEN /N.THE UNITED STATES

By INCOME AND RACE°.

Income
Status

Average Annual Number of
Live Bitths 1960.1965

Average Annual Fertility
Rate* 1960.1965 ''

Total

Poor and
nearl,
poor
Other

e, Total ,/ White .Nonwhite
. . e

44e97,6003,440,000 657,000

1.:206,000 780,000 425,000

2,892 000 2,060,000 232;000

--Total White NonWhite

109:6 104.6.. 146:2

152.5 143.7' 180.4

98.1 97.2 108.5

4 live births)Ser 1000(women, 15.44

00007
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The, average' number of children among completed families for

the poor and near-poor has beew;siightly more than 4;. among

the:women not intheae categories, the mein has been just

over 3 per family. The nonpoor are, 'of cOurse;.a large

majOrity of the population in the unitta States.

Since some consirn about population growth ,focuses on,'

the lilative growth of racial, groups, projections have been

made of white and nonwhite reproductivity. (Attaht 1973:

v.. 1143.) Various combinations of high;cthrough moderate, to

. .low fertility rates for whites and'nOnwhites.separptely'in.

,:dipate that in almost 04 cases nonwhites would contribute

much less to population growth than whites. Total genocide,

orhelimination of either group woulck.take thousand of years

and require,widely.differing
fertility rates. "Only a,combind-

tion of quite .high natality for whites and, low rates, for non.

white% would result in a reduced proportion of nonwhites

among afuture total,population., The proportion ofnonwhites

will undoubtedly increase in the forseeable future.

What are the prospects.that the United States will either7)

maintain a replacement level of reproduCtion or, achieve. azero/

population growth rate in'the,neartefuture? Several factors-

influence the projections of current trends into ,the future.. '

One is public awareness as translated, into average family size

desired. Another is contraceptive technology. A third is

governmental policyand a action.

. As-for desired family size, Gallup polls taken several

times since 1945 show that Americahs,now say that, on the

'average, the ideal-number of childrelnIn a family is 2.5.

In a 1973'sUrvey, only,1 adult in. 5 (20 perce4) says -that the

ideal number of children is 4 or more. The percentage was

twic4f4-as high (40 percent)ronly 6 yeats ago. Nearly' half

(47.percint)interviewed'in January
1073. say the ideal number

iof children is one or two, whereas only 23 percent were of

this opinion in a 1945 survey. On the other hand,; the "only

child" family holds no more appeal to people today than in

1945. Only 1 percent of persons interviewed in both surveys

said the ideal number of children is One. (Gallup Po13

Index: 1973.) .

Another indication of desired family size is found in ''

data on wanted and unwanted births for the period 1966 to ,

1970. When women were asked retrospectively 'about whether '

they and their spouses desired another child at all at.the

,

4*.
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time of, each conception, 600,000' births per year were' reported
Aw as unwanted. (Jaffe: 1973: 205-248.) This ;figure represents

percent:of the total. births' during time period, or aboutone-quarter of the natural increase of the.United.States popu-lation from 1966-1970. For women nearing the end of their'
reproductive years, the subtractio,n of births' reported as un-;wanted 'would, have reduced their .fStilit5i from 3 births perwoman ,to 2.7 births Per woman.

- P
. '

Since 1971, young"mariied women 18-24 have indicated
. that :they expect to have families consistent ,.dith replace-7ment reproduction. (U.S. Bureau of the 'Census: 1972 b.)
Whether they realize their expectations or change them will,
have a ,great effect on U.S. population ,growtb."

Since the introduction of coritraceptiVe pills and Isar
uterine contraceptive. device's in the U.S. in the early-1960°smany have thought that most women could limit their family si eif they desired,' and'that the major portion of ,unwanted con-

. ceptions wee due to inadequate .provision and organization of
medical services for urban areas and foi- the poor. However
Table 2 shows that for the years 1966-1970, almost one -half °
of ,all unwanted births occurred to women who were nonpoOr

-

and who presumably had access to existing contraceptive ser-.vices if they.4esired? (Jaffe: 1073: Tables 14; 15.)

TABLE 2.

PERCENT' OF BIRTHS UNWANTED BY SUBGROUP AND PERCENT-
= OF UNWANTED BIRTHS BY SUBGROUP U.S 1966-70

mimn'

Percent of Births Unwanted Percent ofoUnwanted Births
by Subgroup by Subgroup

Nonwhite White Total Nonwhite White Total'

Poor

Nonpoor

TOTAL

40

15

25

'23

11'

13

27 -'

h
15

'24

6

30
-

29

41

70

53

47

.

100

o

. 0 00009
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I No contraceptiv now available is completely Satisfac-

tory for all ,couples and none 'is 100 percent effective. Thus,

.
unplanned pregnancies occur in-spite of many couples' efforts

at contraception. Current technology.in the form of abortion
could' help reduce the impact of these'factors,; However, the .-

° demdgraphic.impadt of widely available legal abortion has been .-

projected as modest. Based on experience in New York City,
it.is thought that the birth. rate might be reduced by 1O per-

cent. (Tietze: 1972: 579-585.) 0

In the United States we are currently spending about
$25 million in private agencies (Planned Parenthood and affi-.

s ,
liates) (Planned ParenthoodWorld Population: 1970) and

about $150million through federal, state and local govern .

- ment agencies1Kosoff: 1973: 7y on family planning.servites,
where the goal is to enable couples to have the number of
children they !desire. Both public and private agendy programs

serve largely:those who cannot afford or cannot reach private

medical care. Although federal monies forlamily planning
services have expanded in just" the last few years, no signifi-

cant increases are foreseen for the next few years.

Whilktheie is an.increasiog amount of:education as to

,demographic, personal, and social effects of, families larger

than two children, there' ate many institutionalized-supports
'for higher fertility. 'Income tak exemptions for children,
free public education for all children, and other generally
accepted provisionsaftd practices are indicative of a tendency

to favor higher-fertility..

Should the United State's change from its current hap-

hazard policy, with conflidting:and unplanned effects to an.

explicitly stated national policy of reaching zero population

growth? Inherent in the debate are questions as.to the con-

sequences of such a rate-." Even if .there were agreemeht on a

.
zero'. rate of, growth as an apOropriate gOal, there-can be fur-

ther questions about the means of reaching and maintaining

such. a. rate. The -means thought necessary depend to some, ex-

,tent on the assumptions one makes 'as to the natural course_

of events," i.e.., how much, if any, coercion or 'education would

be necessary to 'reach the condition of zero growth, and when,

.zero growth.shotild be achieved.

(;)

a
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-)Ela discussions-of theie issues, degpite their inter-relatedness, it is hoped that we can .consider separately .-whether the goal. of zero population growth is itself desirableand the further issue of the alternative means to that goal.The-first.question to be decfdtd and to be discussed by thosepresenting testitony is whether.zeio-poimlation growth itselfwould be desirable in ti.1 Un1ted States. TestiMony on theapprOpritte means should follow and should be treated as aseparate 'issue.

s

Evaluation,

This' case has been.evaluateA in three weirs. First is'P4 the end-of-class ballot cast by the'students. Although this,is not ttyevaluation of the session per se, it provides forthe instructor some idea of whether there has been a variety.of'ideas presented. It also is a way for students to expresstheir personal views based on atlass-induced decision makingproteds. The:composite votes of .the 26 groups already exposed.to this case, arranged ty year, indicate that there have been'rather different outcomes.

Comparison of Total Votes by. Year.

Percent Distribution .

ulatiodi
S ents General) Students

---77-1v01- ' '' 1973 1973 ., 1972" '1971 3.970
Adopt 1 50 1 45' 34 56

-. Adopt -with ,

-Amendments 17 .17 24 19 18
Defeat .25. 11.5' .3.I. 41 21
Ondecided, 7 7 ...:- 6 5
TOTAL .-100 100 , 100 loo 106.4. .

-60011
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These tends are believed to reflect-changes in public
discussion and mass media since the composition of the stun
dent body did not change significantly. During 1970 the
Environmental qeach-Ins,focused on population concerns. The
next year there was amuch cleaier division of the environ-
mental movement into those concerned primarily with affluence s.
or- ,consumption levels and those concerned primarily with popu
letion'grawth. _Durihg 1971 and 1972 black Ameticanp and'. other
minority groups expressed some strong reservations about any
governmerital policy that could be targeted toward their groups
in a negative or repressive way. Recovery of support for
official population policy during 1973, even among the general
students, indicates-that the case remains a,useful way in
which to focus teaching about U.S. population trends. The
diVersity of views present each year indicates the very real.
d3scussion 'the process represents: Teachers should use this
case only if they are willihg to accept the entire range of
opiniohsi

The second mode 'of evaluation has been the-usual ietm-
end quettionnaire returned by students for all sessions of they
introductory public health course in which the case is 4a seg-
ment. These evaluations.are not reproduced here but they re-
flect high ratings in comparidon with other material presented
in that particular course.

A.tivird kind-of evaluation has occurred via rewriting of
the case by studenti and faculty. Some substantial revisions
were made after the first year. Data and.some.interpretive
poihts were updated in 1973. Readings have alto been changed
as 'new and more pertinent atticles appear.

The most satisfactory results are:Obtained when the case
can be followed by one or more sessions of dittussian. Any
number of points may be chosen for emphasis ot elaboration.
Examples include:

a. Tradeoff when values 'differ or conflict among
politically strong gradps.)

b. Unintended. or unwanted side effects of otherwise
"good" programs. What can government or other
groups flo to minimize negative effects? Magnify
positive effects?

-c. In the political process how are successful coali-
tions built?

00012
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d. How important is poPulation Policy? Family planning?
.

O

e. ihat resources can teach us more about these issues?

Some classes may wish to choose Other lobbying groups more rel-
evant to. their own expertise or `interests.- The four, groups
used were chosen tovresent a variety orpoints of view, uti..
line concise and.available'resourc materials, and speak to '

-concerns prevalent among our own st dents. Also included has, ,.0
been a group: of internationalists, but 'a .Iii.,2 hour class. is. .

barely sufficient for°good discussioki'among four groups. We
have never inckuded a religious interest group, sincee are
trying to focus on population rather than -family planning. .

methbds.

.Poss ble Associated Activities

Discovering resources in the community for family planning.

DiscoVering interested groups (and the/posiions) on
local population growth. Survey of loc 1 politicians.

Investigating need for contraceptive services among the
students taking the class, or their larger student
community.

Surveying student concern about:

a. population growth in the U.S. and/or in the world;

4. expected or ideal family size;

c..plans for marriage, actual contraceptive practice,
knowledge about contraception.

00013
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APPENDIX A

Required Reading for all students (readings for
the 4 Interest Groups listed.below)

Commission on Population Grovith and the American FuturPopulation and the Amerlcan Future, New York: Signet,
1972 (or Washington: U.S. Government Printing Office),...

1972:. Ch. 8. ..

Required'Reading,f9r-the 4 Interest Groups
.

BLACK AMERICANS

1. Willie, Charles V. ."Position Paper: A Perspective
from the Black Community onPopulation Policy and
Growth," Commission on Population Growth and the
American Future-, 1971. Available from Population
Reference Bureau, 1755 Massachusetts Ave., WashingtD.C. 20036,

2. Smith, Mary. "Birth Control and .tpe Negro Woman,"
ebony, March 1968.

BUSINESS-INDUSTRIAL

1. *If Population Stops Growing: Impact on, U.S.;"
'News and World Repor 69 (September 28, 1970): 804
(Notes esp. impact' on economy end business.)

2. "Ecanomic*Growth: new doubts about an old ideal,,P.Time 95 (March 2-: 1970) 2 72-4 (Very ,good articleWait effects on- the environment of the growth idea
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